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ABSTRACT 
The Paleocene Tongue River Member of the Fort Union Formation contains trace-fossil associations 
indicative of marine influence in otherwise freshwater facies. The identified ichnogenera include: Arenicolites, 
Diplocraterion, Monocraterion, Ophiomorpha, Rhizocorallium, Skolithos linearis, Teichichnus, Thalassinoides, 
and one form of uncertain affinity. T wo species of the marine diatom Coscinodiscus occur a few meters above 
the base of the member. The burrows occur in at least five discrete, thin, rippled, fine-grained sandstone beds 
within the lower 85 m of the member west of the Cedar Creek anticline (CCA) in the Signal Butte, Terry 
Badlands, and Pine Hills areas. T wo discrete burrowed beds are found in the lower 10 m of the member east 
of the CCA in the little Missouri River area. 
Abundant freshwater ostracodes include Bisulcocypridea arvadensis, Candona, and Cypridopsis. Freshwater 
bivalves include Plesielliptio and Pachydon mactriformis. We recognize four fossil assemblages that represent 
fluvio-Iacustrine, proximal estuarine, central estuarine, and distal estuarine environments. Biostratal alterna-
tions between fresh- and brackish-water assemblages indicate that the Tongue River Member was deposited 
along a low-gradient coastal plain that was repeatedly inundated from the east by the Cannonball Sea. 
The existence of marine-influenced beds in the Tongue River Member invalidates the basis for the Slope 
Formation. 
KEY WORDS: bivalves, diatoms, estuarine environment, Fort Union Formation, Tongue River Member, 
Ostracoda, trace fossils, Paleocene, Williston Basin. 
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4HE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  OF  THE  &ORT 5NION 
&ORMATION &IG 	 TRADITIONALLY HAS BEEN CONSIDERED 
AN  EXCLUSIVELY  FRESHWATER  DEPOSIT  "ELT  ET  AL   
 &LORES  &LORES ET AL 	 -ARINE TRACE 
FOSSILS WERE NOT PREVIOUSLY RECORDED FROM THIS DEPOSIT 
ALTHOUGH SOME OF THE SAME TAXA WERE IDENTIFIED FROM 
THE COEVAL %KALAKA -EMBER IN -ONTANA "ELT ET AL 
	 AND FROM THE UNDERLYING 4HREE 6 4ONGUE &IG 
"	  OF  THE #ANNONBALL -EMBER  IN WESTERN .ORTH 
$AKOTA VAN !LSTINE 	 /UR NEW PALEONTOLOGI
CAL FINDINGS INCLUDE ASSEMBLAGES OF TRACE FOSSILS AND 
BODY  FOSSILS  SUCH  AS  OSTRACODES  BIVALVES  AND  DIA
TOMS 4HESE DEMONSTRATE HIGHFREQUENCY ALTERNATIONS 
BETWEEN  FRESHWATER  AND  MARGINALMARINE  DEPOSITS 
4HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LATERALLY EXTENSIVE MARINE 
BURROWED BEDS AND ZONES OF COAL ACCUMULATION SUG
GESTS  THAT MARINE  INCURSIONS  WERE  FARREACHING  AND 
SHORTLIVED
/UR EARLIER REPORT "ELT ET AL 	 INDICATES THE 
FREQUENCY AND LOCAL CORRELATION OF THE MARINEINFLU
ENCED BEDS  THAT  ARE  REPORTED HERE  IN  GREATER DETAIL 
4HEIR  REGIONAL  CORRELATION  CANNOT  BE  ASCERTAINED  AT 
PRESENT BECAUSE OF DISPARITIES IN AGE BETWEEN STRATA OF 
THE LOWER 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER ON EITHER SIDE OF THE 
#EDAR #REEK ANTICLINE
  4HE  DISCOVERY  OF  THESE MARINEINFLUENCED  BEDS 
INVALIDATES  THE  USE  OF  3LOPE  &ORMATION  WHICH  WAS 
DEFINED  BY  #LAYTON  ET  AL  	  ON  THE  BASIS  OF 
MARINE OR BRACKISH BEDS THAT THEY BELIEVED WERE CON
FINED EXCLUSIVELY TO STRATA OLDER THAN THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER 3LOPE &ORMATION HAS BEEN USED WIDELY  IN 
.ORTH $AKOTA #LAYTON ET AL  (ARTMAN B	 
BUT ONLY RARELY IN -ONTANA OR 3OUTH $AKOTA
'%/,/')# "!#+'2/5.$
&OSSIL ,OCALITIES
4HE FOSSILS ILLUSTRATED IN THIS REPORT ARE FROM FOUR  
DISTRICTS IN EASTERN -ONTANA AND SOUTHWESTERN .ORTH 
$AKOTA &IG 	 3IGNAL "UTTE 3"	 4ERRY "ADLANDS 
4"	 0INE (ILLS 0(	 AND THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER 
,-2	 !PPENDIX   LISTS  THE  STRATIGRAPHIC POSITIONS 
AND GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES FOR THE NAMED UNITS PRE
SENTED  HEREIN    4HE  %KALAKA  AND #AVE (ILLS  STUDY 
AREAS WERE PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED "ELT ET AL 	
3TRATIGRAPHY
4HE &ORT 5NION &ORMATION HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED 
INTO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS SHOWN IN &IGURE  7E DO 
NOT USE  THE .ORTH $AKOTA  TERMINOLOGY OF #LAYTON 
ET AL 	 )N CENTRAL .ORTH $AKOTA THE 4ONGUE 
2IVER -EMBER OVERLIES THE MAIN BODY OF THE MARINE 
#ANNONBALL -EMBER )N EASTERN -ONTANA AND SOUTH
WESTERN .ORTH $AKOTA &IG 	 DELTAIC FACIES OF THE 
,UDLOW -EMBER INTERTONGUE WITH THE 4HREE 6 AND 
"OYCE  4ONGUES  OF  THE  #ANNONBALL  -EMBER  "ELT 
ET  AL   (ARTMAN  A  B  ,UND  ET  AL 
	 AND THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER FORMS THE TOP 
OF THE &ORT 5NION &ORMATION 4O THE WEST IN EASTERN 
-ONTANA  FLUVIOLACUSTRINE  STRATA  DOMINATE  WEST  OF 
THE #EDAR #REEK  ANTICLINE  ##!  &IGS    AND !	 
4HERE  THE  THICK  REGIONALLY  EXTENSIVE  #COAL  ZONE 
DEFINES  THE  CONTACT  BETWEEN  THE 4ULLOCK  AND ,EBO 
-EMBERS  STRATA  OF  THE  ,EBO -EMBER  UNDERLIE  THE 
4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER &IG !	
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&IGURE    -AP  OF  7ILLISTON  AND  0OWDER  2IVER  "ASINS 
(EAVY LINE APPROXIMATES BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE (ELL #REEKn
,ANCE  &ORMATIONS  U+  5PPER  #RETACEOUS	  AND  &ORT  5NION 
&ORMATION  4FU  0ALEOCENE	  !BBREVIATIONS  FOR  SEVERAL  STUDY 
AREAS 3" 3IGNAL "UTTE AREA AT -ILES #ITY 0( 0INE (ILLS AREA 
NEAR ,OCATE 4" 4ERRY "ADLANDS AREA NEAR 4ERRY ,-2 ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI 2IVER AREA % %KALAKA AREA AND #( #AVE (ILLS AREA 
NEAR ,UDLOW ##! IS #EDAR #REEK ANTICLINE AND -#! IS -ILES 
#ITY ARCH
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3TRATA OF THE &ORT 5NION &ORMATION IN THE WEST
ERN 7ILLISTON "ASIN CONSIST MOSTLY OF POORLY CONSOLI
DATED SANDSTONE AND MUDSTONE DEPOSITS EXTRABASINAL 
CONGLOMERATE  AND  PRIMARY  CARBONATE  DEPOSITS  ARE 
UNKNOWN  )NTRAFORMATIONAL  CONGLOMERATE  AND  SEC
ONDARY DIAGENETIC	 CARBONATE BEDS AND NODULES ARE 
COMMON
4HE  LOWER   M  OR MORE  OF  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  THE  FOCUS  OF  THIS  REPORT  CONTAIN MULTIPLE 
  TO    MTHICK  COARSENINGUPWARD  SEQUENCES  OF 
MUD  AND  FINEGRAINED  RIPPLED  POORLY  CONSOLIDATED 
SANDSTONE BEDS 4HESE SEQUENCES OFTEN TERMINATE IN 
LATERALLY  PERSISTENT  COAL  ANDOR  FRESHWATER  MOLLUSK
OSTRACODEBEARING BEDS  &IGS  AND 	 2ARE CHAN
NEL DEPOSITS ARE COMPRISED OF MEDIUMGRAINED CROSS
BEDDED  SAND  AND  SANDSTONE  UNITS  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
INTRAFORMATIONAL PEBBLES OF CARBONATE NODULES CALI
CHE COAL CLASTS AND FOSSILS 4HE SANDSTONE BODIES ARE 
LENTICULAR  IN CROSS  SECTION  THEY EXHIBIT A  SHOESTRING 
GEOMETRY AND THEY HAVE BEEN ATTRIBUTED TO DEPOSITS 
OF RIVER CHANNELS "ELT ET AL 	 4HE LOW SINUOSITY 
OF THOSE RIVERS INDICATES DEPOSITION ON A LOWGRADIENT 
SENSU 3CHUMM AND +AHN 	 COASTAL PLAIN THAT 
LAY ALONG THE WESTERN MARGIN OF THE #ANNONBALL 3EA 
"ELT ET AL 	
)#(./,/'9
  7E  DESCRIBE  EIGHT  ICHNOGENERA  4ABLE  	  FROM 
FOUR STUDY AREAS 3" 0( 4" AND ,-2 OF &IG 	 
4HESE ARE RECOGNIZED ONLY IN SANDSTONE BEDS WITHIN 
UNCONSOLIDATED STRATA OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 
4HE STRATIGRAPHIC POSITIONS OF THE MOST IMPORTANT BUR
ROWED BEDS ARE SHOWN ON TWO CROSS SECTIONS &IGS  
AND 	 -ANY OF THE WELLSORTED FINEGRAINED QUARTZ
RICH SANDSTONE BEDS ARE INTENSELY BURROWED #URRENT 
AND OSCILLATION CROSSLAMINAE ARE THE MAIN SEDIMEN
TARY STRUCTURES WITHIN THEM WHEREAS THOSE SANDSTONES 
THAT ARE CROSS AND PLANARBEDDED ARE MOSTLY BARREN OF 
BOTH BODY AND TRACE FOSSILS -ANY OF THE UPPERMOST 
SURFACES OF THE BURROWED BEDS ARE PENETRATED BY ROOT 
TRACES FROM THE OVERLYING BEDS
$%3#2)04)/.3 /& 42!#% &/33),3
!RENICOLITES
&IGURE !n"
  $ESCRIPTION!RENICOLITES  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
SIMPLE  VERTICAL  5SHAPED  TUBES  THAT  LACK  SPREITEN 
BETWEEN THE LIMBS 4HE OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF THE TUBES 
TYPICALLY MEASURES ABOUT  CM WITH THE TOTAL DEPTH 
OF PENETRATION INTO THE SUBSTRATE COMMONLY EXCEEDING 
n CM 4HE THIN BURROW WALLS ARE GENERALLY SMOOTH 
AND UNORNAMENTED /NE OF THE BURROW LIMBS IS FAINT 
OR  INDISTINGUISHABLE  OWING  TO  SPECIMEN  ORIENTATION 
ANDOR  POOR  PRESERVATION  4HE  RESULTANT  SPECIMENS 
OF !RENICOLITES  IN  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  THERE
FORE EXHIBIT  AN OVERALL  *SHAPED  FORM 4HE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN  THE  TWO  LATERAL  TUBES  WHEN  PROJECTED	  IS 
GREATER AT THE TOP THAN AT THE BASE WHICH RESULTS IN 
A  SPLAYED APPEARANCE 4HE DIAGNOSTIC  FLARING OF  THE 
APERTURES IS NOT OBSERVED WHICH WE ATTRIBUTE TO THE 
EROSION OF THE TRUE BURROW TOPS
  /CCURRENCE!RENICOLITES  OCCURS  IN  A  RELATIVELY 
HIGHDIVERSITY  BURROWED  BED  !RENICOLITES  BED  &IG 
 4ABLE 	  M ABOVE THE BASE OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  IN  THE  4ERRY  "ADLANDS  AREA  4HIS  BED  IS 
APPROXIMATELY ONE METER THICK AND CONSISTS OF RIPPLE 
AND  CROSSBEDDED  FINEGRAINED  SANDSTONE  4ABLE   
!PPENDIX  4ERRY)) 5NIT 	 !RENICOLITES  IS  ASSO
CIATED  WITH  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  4HALASSINOIDES  AND 
$IPLOCRATERION  &IG  	 !RENICOLITES  ALSO  OCCURS  IN  A 
LOWDIVERSITY BURROWED BED  M ABOVE THE BASE OF 
THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER AT THE 0INE (ILLS AREA &IG 
 !PPENDIX  0(" 5NIT 	 4HIS  BED  CON
SISTS OF RIPPLELAMINATED FINEGRAINED SANDSTONE THAT 
IS INTERCALATED WITH UNITS OF MUD
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE!RENICOLITES  COM
MONLY IS ASSOCIATED WITH SANDY SUBSTRATES IN LOWENERGY 
MARINE SHOREFACE AND TIDALFLAT ENVIRONMENTS 4HE BUR
ROWS  ARE  ATTRIBUTED  TO  EITHER  SUSPENSIONFILTERFEEDING 
POLYCHAETES  OR  SMALL  CRUSTACEANS  THAT  CREATED DWELLING 
TUBES IN SOFT SEDIMENT 0EMBERTON ET AL 	
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE  3TRATIGRAPHIC  SECTIONS  FROM  4ERRY 
"ADLANDS DISTRICT 4ERRY )) SECTION LIES  M EAST OF 0ALEOVALLEY 
SECTION AND APPROXIMATELY  M WEST OF -USHROOM #AF£ SEC
TION .OTE  ESPECIALLY  POSITION  OF (IGH $IVERSITY  h(I $v	 
BURROW BED AND !RENICOLITES BED ABOVE BASE OF 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  OF  &ORT  5NION  &ORMATION  0LESIELLIPTIO  IN  CROSS
BEDDED SANDSTONE ABOVE (I $ BED AND A PALEOVALLEY  FILLED 
BY  LOWER 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  THAT WAS  INCISED  INTO UPPER 
,EBO -EMBER 0ALEOVALLEY DEPTH  M	 IS MEASURED FROM BASE 
OF (IGH $IVERSITY BURROW BED TO BASE OF SANDSTONE IN INCISED 
VALLEY FILL !BBREVIATIONS REPRESENT TRACE FOSSILS ! !RENICOLITES 
$I $IPLOCRATERION )S BURROW OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY h)NCERTAE 
SEDISv	 - -ONOCRATERION / /PHIOMORPHA 3K 3KOLITHOS 4EI 
4EICHICHINUS AND 4H 4HALASSINOIDES
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS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$IPLOCRATERION
&IGURE #
  $ESCRIPTION$IPLOCRATERION  COMPRISES  SHALLOW 
5SHAPED TUBES CONCAVE UP	 WITH PROTRUSIVE SPREITEN 
AND  AN  ORIENTATION  SUBVERTICAL  TO  BEDDING  $EEPER 
BURROWS  CM	 TEND TO DEVIATE FROM THE VERTICAL BY 
APPROXIMATELY  &IG #	 4HE DIAMETER OF THE LAT
ERAL TUBES IS APPROXIMATELY  CM AND THE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN  LIMBS OF  THE BURROWS  IS   TO  CM WITH A 
  CM MAXIMUM DEPTH  OF  PENETRATION $IAGNOSTIC 
FUNNELSHAPED  TOPS  TO  THE BURROWS  AS DESCRIBED BY 
(ØNTZSCHEL  P 7	 WERE NOT OBSERVED /NLY 
PROTRUSIVE  SPREITEN  WERE  OBSERVED  ALTHOUGH  RETRU
SIVE SPREITEN ARE NOT UNCOMMON FOR THIS ICHNOGENUS 
'OLDRING 	
  /CCURRENCE$IPLOCRATERION OCCURS  IN  THE ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI  2IVER  AREA  &IG    !PPENDIX    ,-2
"  5NIT    AND  ,-2"  5NIT  	  IN  THE 
/PHIOMORPHA BED )N ADDITION TO $IPLOCRATERION TWO 
SITES  WERE  FOUND   M  APART	  THAT  BED  CONTAINS 
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&IGURE  #ORRELATION OF STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS FROM ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA 4HE (ARMON COAL BED AND OVERLYING 6AN $AELE 
SHELL BED ARE CORRELATION UNITS .OTE PRESENCE OF MARINE DIATOM BED IN (COAL ZONE !BBREVIATIONS AS IN &IGURE   $ISTANCE FROM 
" TO " IS  KM
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3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  4EICHICHNUS  4HALASSINOIDES  AND 
-ONOCRATERION &IG 	 $IPLOCRATERION ALSO OCCURS IN 
THE 4ERRY "ADLANDS &IG  !PPENDIX  4ERRY )) 5NIT 
	 AT THE -USHROOM #AF£ LOCALITY WITHIN THE (IGH 
$IVERSITY (I $	 BURROW BED !T THIS LOCALITY OVER
LYING STRATA WERE ERODED AWAY WITHIN A HALFKILOME
TER AREA  THUS EXPOSING THE BURROWED SANDSTONE BED 
$IPLOCRATERION ALSO IS PRESENT IN THE %KALAKA -EMBER 
"ELT ET AL 	 IN THE %KALAKA AREA % &IG 	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE$IPLOCRATERION 
IS COMMON WITHIN MODERN MARINE SANDY TIDAL FLATS 
ESTUARINE CHANNEL DEPOSITS AND IN MARINESHOREFACE 
SETTINGS 4HESE DWELLING BURROWS CAN BE FORMED BY 
A VARIETY OF MARINE ORGANISMS INCLUDING SUSPENSION
FEEDING POLYCHAETES 0EMBERTON ET AL 	
-ONOCRATERION
&IGURE $
  $ESCRIPTION-ONOCRATERION  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
UNBRANCHED  STRAIGHT  TO GENTLY CURVED VERTICAL BUR
ROWS  WITH  WIDE  FUNNELSHAPED  TOPS  4HIN  BURROW 
LININGS  ARE  PRESENT  "URROW  DIAMETERS  RANGE  FROM 
n CM AT THE BASE INCREASING TO WIDTHS OF n 
CM AT FUNNEL TOPS "URROW LENGTHS AVERAGE n CM 
&IGURE  $  ILLUSTRATES  THE WIDE  BURROW  TOP  AND  THE 
TYPICAL NUMEROUS CLOSELY SPACED VERTICAL TUBES 4HIS 
4ABLE  ,IST OF ICHNOGENERA AND THEIR CORRESPONDING LOCALITIES 6ERY ABUNDANT 6!	 ABUN
DANT !	 COMMON #	 AND RARE 2	 INDICATE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BURROWS AT EACH LOCALITY 
BBB BASAL BURROWED BED OCCURS AT EACH LOCALITY EXCEPT 4ERRY "ADLANDS
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OBSERVATION INDICATES THAT PULSES OF INTENSE BURROWING 
WERE SEPARATED BY INTERVALS OF LESS INTENSE BURROWING
  /CCURRENCE3PECIMENS  OF -ONOCRATERION  WERE 
FOUND AT 3IGNAL "UTTE 4ERRY "ADLANDS AND THE ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI  2IVER  STUDY  AREAS  4HE  BURROWED  BED  AT 
3IGNAL "UTTE IS NAMED THE -ONOCRATERION BED BECAUSE 
OF THE HIGH RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF TRACE FOSSILS 4ABLE 
	  4HIS  BED  OCCURS    M  ABOVE  THE  BASE  OF  THE 
4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER !PPENDIX  3")) 5NIT 	 
-ONOCRATERION ALSO IS FOUND IN THE (I $ BURROW BED 
AT THE -USHROOM #AF£ LOCALITY 4ERRY "ADLANDS AREA 
&IG 	 AND IN THE /PHIOMORPHA BED ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 
2IVER  AREA  &IG    !PPENDIX    ,-2" 5NIT 
	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3PECIMENS  OF 
-ONOCRATERION  FROM  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  ARE 
SIMILAR  TO  THOSE  REPORTED  IN  MARINE  SANDSTONES  OF 
THE 5PPER -ANNVILLE 'ROUP ,OWER #RETACEOUS	 OF 
!LBERTA #ANADA  7IGHTMAN  ET  AL    FIG  	 
4HE BUILDER OF THIS TRACE FOSSIL RIDDLED THE SUBSTRATE AT 
3IGNAL "UTTE "ARWIS 	 MADE A CONVINCING CASE 
THAT THE MODERN POLYCHAETE $IOPATRA CUPREA IS A REA
SONABLE ANALOG FOR BOTH -ONOCRATERION AND 3KOLITHOS 
4HIS POLYCHAETE CONSTRUCTS LINED VERTICAL TUBES IN A 
WIDE  RANGE  OF  RESTRICTED  AND  OPENMARINE  ENVIRON
MENTS INCLUDING INTERTIDAL SETTINGS
/PHIOMORPHA
&IGURE !
  $ESCRIPTION/PHIOMORPHA  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
BRANCHING  THREEDIMENSIONAL  BURROW  SYSTEMS  THAT 
COMPRISE  SHAFTS  AND  TUNNELS  CONTAINING  WELLDEVEL
OPED  LININGS  OF  AGGLUTINATED  SEDIMENT "URROW  LIN
INGS  ARE  SMOOTH ON  THE  INTERIOR  AND  THEY  ARE  CHAR
ACTERISTICALLY  PELLETED  ON  THE  EXTERIOR  "URROW  SYS
TEMS RANGE FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEX WITH IRREGULARLY 
SPACED  9SHAPED  BRANCHES  /UTSIDE  BURROW  DIAM
ETERS ARE  CM OR ONLY SLIGHTLY GREATER 4HE BURROW 
WALLS  ARE n MM THICK WITH  SMOOTH  INTERIORS  AND 
MAMMALATED  EXTERIORS  4HE  POORLY  FORMED  PELLETS 
ARE APPROXIMATELY  MM IN DIAMETER 3OME BURROWS 
HAVE  UNEQUAL  PELLET  DISTRIBUTION  AND  ISOLATED  PARTS 
OF THE BURROW SYSTEM HAVE SMOOTH THIN WALLS THIS IS 
COMMON FOR /PHIOMORPHA SEE &REY ET AL 	 9
SHAPED BRANCHES ARE FOUND IN THE /PHIOMORPHA BED 
IN THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA &IG 	
  /CCURRENCE4HIS TRACE FOSSIL WAS FOUND BY %3" 
IN  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  &IG  !PPENDIX  
,-2" 5NIT  AND ,-2" 5NIT 	 AND 
BY  VAN  !LSTINE  	  IN  THE MUCH  OLDER  4HREE 6 
4ONGUE OF THE #ANNONBALL -EMBER BOTH SITES IN THE 
,ITTLE -ISSOURI  2IVER  AREA	 /PHIOMORPHA  ALSO  WAS 
REPORTED FROM THE %KALAKA -EMBER "ELT ET AL 	 
IN THE %KALAKA AREA &IG	 !T SECTION ,-2" 
&IG 	 /PHIOMORPHA OCCURS IN POORLY LITHIFIED RIP
PLED FINEGRAINED SANDSTONE 4ABULAR CROSS BEDS WITH 
RHYTHMIC SILT DRAPES ALSO OCCUR IN THIS UNIT AND THESE 
INDICATE BIDIRECTIONAL POSSIBLY TIDAL CURRENT ACTIVITY 
"ELT ET AL 	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE/PHIOMORPHA 
IS COMMON IN MARINE SANDY SUBSTRATES AND ELABORATE 
BURROW SYSTEMS OFTEN ARE PROLIFIC  IN SHOREFACE ENVI
RONMENTS &REY ET AL 	 /CCURRENCES IN BRACK
ISHWATER SETTINGS  INCLUDE ESTUARIES AND TIDAL  SHOALS 
4HESE  DWELLING  BURROWS  WERE  CREATED  BY  DECAPOD 
CRUSTACEANS  MOST  COMMONLY  CALLIANASSID  SHRIMP 
&REY ET AL  0EMBERTON ET AL 	
2HIZOCORALLIUM
&IGURE "
  $ESCRIPTION2HIZOCORALLIUM  IS CHARACTERIZED BY 
SIMPLE 5SHAPED STRUCTURES WITH PROTRUSIVE SPREITEN 
THAT  LIE BETWEEN PARALLEL  TUBES WHOSE DIAMETERS  ARE 
ABOUT  MM 4HE BURROWS ARE ORIENTED SUBPARALLEL TO 
BEDDING WITH WIDTHS OF  CM AND LENGTHS THAT MAY 
EXCEED  CM 5PWARDCURVING BURROW COMPONENTS 
THAT CUT ACROSS BEDDING WERE NOT OBSERVED 4HE VERTI
CAL ORIENTATION OF $IPLOCRATERION IS A USEFUL CHARACTER
ISTIC #HISHOLM  %KDALE ET AL  FIGS n 
#HAPLIN    FIGS  n	  TO  DISTINGUISH  IT  FROM 
2HIZOCORALLIUM
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE      0HOTOGRAPHS  OF  !RENICOLITES 
$IPLOCRATERION  AND -ONOCRATERION !  AND " !RENICOLITES  BED 
&IG  !PPENDIX  4ERRY)) 5NIT 	 4ERRY "ADLANDS ! IS AN 
ENLARGED VIEW OF PART OF FACE SHOWN IN " LATTER VIEW SHOWS OTHER 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THIS TRACE FOSSIL .OTE IN ! THAT THE BURROW 
IS *SHAPED 3PECIMENS OF !RENICOLITES AT THIS LOCALITY CONSIST OF 
VERY FINEGRAINED SANDSTONE THAT HAS BEEN REPLACED LARGELY BY 
MICRITE ,AMINAE EXHIBIT WAVY STRUCTURE REPRESENTING THE FORE
SET CROSSLAMINAE OF CURRENT RIPPLES AND ALSO CLIMBING RIPPLES 
3CALE IN CENTIMETERS # 6ERTICAL VIEW OF $IPLOCRATERION IN (I $ 
BURROW BED 4ERRY "ADLANDS DISTRICT &IG  !PPENDIX  4ERRY
)) 5NIT 	 4HIS BED CONSISTS OF YELLOW VERY FINEGRAINED CUR
RENTRIPPLED SANDSTONE 3CALE IN CENTIMETERS $ -ONOCRATERION 
IN VERTICAL VIEW IN -ONOCRATERION BED  3IGNAL "UTTE -ILES #ITY 
-ONTANA !PPENDIX  SECTION 3")) 5NIT 	 4HIS BED CON
SISTS  OF  VERY  FINEGRAINED  YELLOW  CURRENTRIPPLED  SANDSTONE 
3CALE IN CENTIMETERS
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  /CCURRENCE2HIZOCORALLIUM  WAS  FOUND  ONLY 
AT  THE  TOP OF 5NIT   IN  SECTION 0("  THE 0INE 
(ILLS AREA !PPENDIX 	 4HIS UNIT IS REFERRED TO AS THE 
2HIZOCORALLIUM BED 4ABLE 	 IT HAS NOT BEEN RECOG
NIZED IN THE 3IGNAL "UTTE 4ERRY "ADLANDS OR ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI 2IVER AREAS
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE2HIZOCORALLIUM 
COMMONLY  OCCURS  IN  SANDY  SUBSTRATES  OF  SHALLOW
MARINE SUBTIDAL SETTINGS #HISHOLM  P n 
"ELT  	 WHERE THE DWELLING BURROWS WERE 
CREATED BY DEPOSITFEEDING INVERTEBRATES (ØNTZSCHEL 
 "ROMLEY 	
3KOLITHOS LINEARIS
&IGURES # AND !
  $ESCRIPTION  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  IS  CHARACTERIZED 
BY VERTICAL  TO STEEPLY  INCLINED  STRAIGHT UNBRANCHED 
CYLINDRICAL TO SUBCYLINDRICAL BURROWS THAT HAVE THIN 
WALL LININGS )T IS A SIMPLE DWELLING BURROW  )NDIVIDUAL 
BURROWS CAN BE TRACED FOR LENGTHS OF n CM &IG 
#	 4UBE DIAMETERS TYPICALLY RANGE FROM  TO  MM 
"URROW LININGS ARE DISTINCT AND THIN 4YPICAL SPACINGS 
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL BURROWS OF 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS RANGE 
FROM  TO  CM 3PECIMENS THAT YIELD AN OXIDATION 
HALO CAN BE MISTAKEN FOR ROOTLETS
  /CCURRENCE3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  IS  FOUND  AT  ALL 
FOUR OF THE STUDY AREAS AND IN ALL UNITS THAT ARE FOR
MALLY REGARDED AS hBURROW BEDSv 4ABLE 	 )T IS ALSO 
COMMON IN THE %KALAKA -EMBER "ELT ET AL 	 
IN THE %KALAKA AREA % &IG 	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3KOLITHOS  LIN
EARIS  OCCURS  IN  A WIDE  RANGE OF PALEOENVIRONMENTAL 
SETTINGS  FROM  DEEPWATER  TO  SHALLOWWATER MARINE 
,INED  BURROWS  ARE  THOUGHT  TO  BE  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
MARINE TO BRACKISH ENVIRONMENTS 7IGHTMAN ET AL 
  0EMBERTON  ET  AL  	   4HE  LIVING MARINE 
POLYCHAETES /NUPHIS MICROCEPHALA  SEE  #URRAN  AND 
&REY    "ELT  ET  AL  	  AND $IOPATRA  CUPREA 
SEE "ARWIS 	 ARE AMONG THE BEST MODERN ANA
LOGUES
  )RREGULAR FORMS OF 3KOLITHOS THAT RARELY EXCEED  
CM IN LENGTH WERE DESCRIBED AND DISCUSSED BY "ELT ET 
AL 	 WHO USED THE DESIGNATION h3KOLITHOSv 4HEY 
WERE THE ONLY TRACE FOSSILS FOUND IN UPPER PARTS OF THE 
,UDLOW -EMBER  IN  THE %KALAKA  SECTION %LSEWHERE 
IN THE %KALAKA AND THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBERS THEY 
OCCUR IN ASSOCIATION WITH 3  LINEARIS WHERE THEY ARE 
CONSIDERED AS AN INDICATOR FOR LOWSALINITY CONDITIONS 
"ELT ET AL 	
4EICHICHNUS
&IGURE "n#
  $ESCRIPTION)N  VERTICAL  SECTIONS  &IG  "	 
4EICHICHNUS  MOST  COMMONLY  APPEARS  AS  A  SERIES  OF 
TIGHTLY PACKED CONCAVE UPWARD CRESCENTIC LAMINAE 
"EDDINGPLANE  SURFACES  REVEAL  UNBRANCHED  SINUOUS 
BURROWS THAT ARE APPROXIMATELY n CM IN WIDTH 
&IG #	 "URROW LENGTHS RANGE FROM  TO  CM 
)N SOME CASES THERE IS AN APPARENT SUPERPOSITION OF 
ONE BURROW OVER  ANOTHER 4HE  LARGEST  SPECIMENS OF 
4EICHICHNUS n CM	 OCCUR IN BEDS IN WHICH ICH
NOGENERIC DIVERSITY IS RELATIVELY HIGH
  /CCURRENCE4EICHICHNUS  IS  WIDESPREAD  AT  ALL 
FOUR OF THE STUDY AREAS AND IN ALL UNITS DESIGNATED AS 
A hBURROW BEDv 4ABLE 	 #URIOUSLY IT WAS NOT REC
OGNIZED IN THE %KALAKA -EMBER IN THE %KALAKA AREA 
"ELT ET AL 	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE0EMBERTON  ET 
AL  P 	 CONSIDERED 4EICHICHNUS AS AN INDI
CATOR  FOR  LOWER  MARINE  SHOREFACE  OFFSHOREMARINE 
ENVIRONMENTS AND BRACKISHWATER  LAGOONAL AND BAY 
FACIES 'IVEN THE LONG GEOLOGIC RANGE OF THIS ICHNOGE
NUS 4EICHICHNUS TRACEMAKER ORGANISMS PROBABLY REP
RESENT A VARIETY OF DEPOSITFEEDING WORM OR WORMLIKE 
INVERTEBRATE GROUPS (ØNTZSCHEL  0EMBERTON ET 
AL 	
4HALASSINOIDES
&IGURE $
  $ESCRIPTION4HALASSINOIDES  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
THREEDIMENSIONAL  BURROW  SYSTEMS  THAT  COMPRISE 
SMOOTHWALLED  CYLINDRICAL  SEGMENTS  WITH  9  TO  4
SHAPED BRANCHING 4HE UNLINED BURROWS ARE APPROXI
MATELY  TO  CM IN DIAMETER 4HE LARGER DIAMETER 
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE    0HOTOGRAPHS  OF  /PHIOMORPHA 
2HIZOCORALLIUM  AND 3KOLITHOS ! /PHIOMORPHA  ON  A BEDDING 
SURFACE IN /PHIOMORPHA BED ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA .ORTH 
$AKOTA &IG  !PPENDIX  ,-2" 5NIT 	 .OTE TUN
NELS AND CROSS  SECTION OF A  SHAFT 4UNNEL NEXT  TO  SCALE  IS AT A 
 ANGLE TO BEDDING SURFACE 4HIS BED CONSISTS OF YELLOW VERY 
FINEGRAINED  CURRENTRIPPLED  AND  TABULAR  CROSSBEDDED  SAND
STONE "  "EDDINGPLANE  VIEW  OF  SPECIMEN  OF 2HIZOCORALLIUM 
FROM 0INE (ILLS AREA NEAR ,OCATE -ONTANA !PPENDIX  0(
" 5NIT 	 4HIS BED IS A YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED MUDDY 
SANDSTONE  3CALE  IN  CENTIMETERS # 7ELL  DEVELOPED  3KOLITHOS 
LINEARIS FROM THE (I $ BURROW BED -USHROOM #AF£ SECTION 
4ERRY "ADLANDS AREA NEAR 4ERRY -ONTANA &IG  !PPENDIX 
	 "URROW WAS AT LEAST  CM DEEP ,ITHOLOGIC COMPOSITION IS 
YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED RIPPLELAMINATED SANDSTONE
  2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY 
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IS ASSOCIATED WITH BEDS OF HIGHER DIVERSITY 4ABLE 	
  /CCURRENCE4HALASSINOIDES OCCURS IN FIVE BEDS OF 
THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 4HREE OF THESE INCLUDE THE 
-ONOCRATERION BED AT 3IGNAL "UTTE !PPENDIX  3"
)) 5NIT 	 THE (IGH $IVERSITY (I $	 BURROW BED 
AT 4ERRY "ADLANDS  &IG  !PPENDIX  -USHROOM 
#AF£  LOCALITY	  AND  IN  THE /PHIOMORPHA  BED  IN  THE 
,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA &IG  !PPENDIX  ,-2
" 5NIT 	 4HALASSINOIDES IS RARE AT MOST OTHER 
LOCALITIES 4ABLE 	 )T OCCURS IN THE %KALAKA -EMBER 
"ELT ET AL 	 IN THE %KALAKA AREA
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE4HALASSINOIDES 
IS COMMON IN LOWER MARINE SHOREFACE TO OFFSHORE ENVI
RONMENTS BUT IT ALSO IS KNOWN TO OCCUR IN BRACKISH
WATER ENVIRONMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH LOW ICHNOGENERIC 
DIVERSITY  0EMBERTON  ET  AL  	 4HALASSINOIDES  IS 
&IGURE  0HOTOGRAPHS OF 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS 4EICHICHNUS AND 4HALASSINOIDES ! 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS IN -ONOCRATERION BED 3IGNAL "UTTE 
-ONTANA !PPENDIX  3")) 5NIT 	 3EE &IGURE $ FOR LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION OF THIS BED 3CALE IN CENTIMETERS " 4EICHICHNUS IN 
VERTICAL VIEW OF (I $ BURROW BED -USHROOM #AF£ LOCALITY 4ERRY "ADLANDS 4HE CM WIDTH OF THESE BURROWS CONTRASTS WITH  
CM WIDTH OF BURROWS FROM 3IGNAL "UTTE DISTRICT &IG #	 -USHROOM #AF£ BURROWS COME FROM A BED OF HIGH DIVERSITY INDICATING 
POLYHALINE CONDITIONS 4ABLE 	 ,ITHOLOGIC COMPOSITION IS YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED RIPPLED SANDSTONE CEMENTED BY CALCITE 3CALE 
IN CENTIMETERS # 4EICHICHNUS EXPOSED ON BEDDING PLANE FROM BASAL BURROW BED BBB	 AT 3IGNAL "UTTE !PPENDIX  3")) 5NIT 
	 3IGNAL "UTTE BURROWS COME FROM A UNIT OF LOW DIVERSITY INDICATING OLIGOHALINE CONDITIONS 4ABLE 	 ,ITHOLOGIC COMPOSITION IS 
YELLOWISH VERY FINEGRAINED RIPPLELAMINATED SANDSTONE REPLACED BY MICRITE 3CALE IN CENTIMETERS $ 4HALASSINOIDES VERTICAL VIEW 
IN (I $ BURROW BED -USHROOM #AF£ SECTION 4ERRY "ADLANDS NEAR 4ERRY -ONTANA &IG 	 .OTE LACK OF BURROW WALL AND 9
SHAPED BRANCH ,ITHOLOGIC COMPOSITION IS YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED RIPPLELAMINATED SANDSTONE 3CALE IN CENTIMETERS
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY   
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REGARDED  AS  A  DWELLINGFEEDING 
BURROW OF A DEPOSITFEEDING THALAS
SINID SHRIMP -YROW 	
"URROW OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY
&IGURE !
  $ESCRIPTION4HIS TRACE FOSSIL 
COMPRISES  UNBRANCHED  CYLINDRI
CAL  GENTLY  CURVED  BURROWS  THAT 
ARE  COMMONLY  OBLIQUE  TO  BED
DING  4HE  BURROWFILL  TYPICALLY 
HAS A MENISCATE STRUCTURE "URROW 
DIAMETER  IS  APPROXIMATELY    CM 
AND  THE  BURROW  LENGTHS  TYPICALLY 
EXCEED  CM
  /CCURRENCE!  SINGLE  SPECI
MEN OF THIS BURROW OCCURS IN THE 
-ONOCRATERION BED AT 3IGNAL "UTTE 
!PPENDIX    SECTION  3")) 5NIT 
	 AND TWO ADDITIONAL SPECIMENS 
OCCUR  IN  THE (IGH $IVERSITY  (I 
$	  BURROW  BED  4ERRY  "ADLANDS 
)S  &IG    -USHROOM  #AF£  SEC
TION 4ABLE 	
4!8/./-9 /& "/$9 
&/33),3
  4HE FOLLOWING SECTION PRESENTS 
ABBREVIATED  TAXONOMIC  NOTES  FOR 
DIATOMS  BIVALVES  AND  OSTRACODES 
COLLECTED  FROM  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER  "IVALVE  CLASSIFICATION 
FOLLOWS  (ARTMAN  AND  !NDERSON 
	  AND  !NDERSON  ET  AL  IN 
REVIEW	  /STRACODE  DESCRIPTIONS 
FOLLOW  THE  CLASSIFICATION  SCHEME 
MODIFIED  FROM  "ENSON  ET  AL 
	
#LASS $)!4/-!#%!%
#OSCINODISCUS SPP
&IGURE !n&
  2EMARKS3PECIMENS  OF 
#OSCINODISCUS  FROM  THE  4ONGUE 
2IVER  -EMBER  RESEMBLE  THE 
0ALEOCENE  SPECIES  #OSCINODISCUS 
MORSIANUS  'RUNOW	  3IMS  CF 
3IMS  	  &IGURES  !  AND  " 
SHOW  TWO  SPECIMENS  THAT  BEAR 
&IGURE  ! 4RACE FOSSIL OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY FROM (I $ BURROW BED -USHROOM 
#AF£  SECTION 4ERRY "ADLANDS NEAR 4ERRY -ONTANA  &IG  !PPENDIX  4ERRY)) 
5NIT 	 4HIS BURROW CUTS DIAGONALLY ACROSS BEDDING .OTE INTERNAL MENISCUS STRUC
TURE 4HE (IGH $IVERSITY BURROW BED HERE CONSISTS OF YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED RIPPLE
LAMINATED  SANDSTONE "URROW  IS  HORIZONTAL  TO  SLIGHTLY  OBLIQUE  TO  BEDDING  SURFACE 
"  0ARTIALLY  INTACT  SHELL  OF 0LESIELLIPTIO  A  FRESH WATER  BIVALVE  SHOWN  IN  ITS  RESTING
ESCAPE BURROW IN A RIVERCHANNEL DEPOSIT THAT CUTS INTO (IGH $IVERSITY BURROW BED 
-USHROOM #AF£ 4ERRY "ADLANDS #HANNEL DEPOSITS ARE GRAY MEDIUMGRAINED RIPPLE 
CROSSLAMINATED SANDSTONES 6ERTICAL TO OBLIQUE SURFACE SCALE ON LEFT IN CENTIMETERS 
ON RIGHT IN INCHES
OVERALL  SIMILARITY  TO # MORSIANUS 
IN EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY INCLUDING 
THE IRREGULARLY BRANCHED PATTERN OF 
ROWS OF AREOLA MANY OF WHICH ARE 
INCOMPLETE  AND  TERMINATE  AT  DIF
FERENT  LOCATIONS ON THE VALVE FACE 
%XAMINATION OF THE INTERNAL STRUC
TURE BY SCANNINGELECTRON MICROS
  2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY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COPY WOULD BE REQUIRED TO OBSERVE THE DIAGNOSTIC PRES
ENCE OF A TIGHTLY SPACED LINEAR ZONE OF LABIATE PROCESSES 
)T IS ALSO POSSIBLE THAT THE SPECIMENS REPRESENT # FUL
GURALIS "RUN CF 3TRELNIKOVA ET AL 	 /NE OF THE 
SPECIMENS OF #OSCINODISCUS RECOVERED FROM THE ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI 2IVER AREA &IG #n&	 HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED 
TENTATIVELY AS #OSCINODISCUS MARGINATUS %HRENBERG
  /CCURRENCE3PECIMENS  OF  #OSCINODISCUS  WERE 
RECOVERED FROM THIN STRATIGRAPHIC INTERVALS AT TWO SITES 
 KM APART 4HE MORE WESTERLY SITE IS THE -USHROOM 
#AF£ LOCALITY &IG 	 IN THE 4ERRY "ADLANDS JUST  
CM BELOW THE (IGH $IVERSITY BURROW BED AT THE BASE 
OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 4HE MORE EASTERLY SITE 
IS  M ABOVE THE BASE OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 
&IGURE  !n" 0HOTOGRAPHS OF MARINE DIATOMS #OSCINODISCUS MORSIANUS FROM 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 4ERRY "ADLANDS &IG 	 
#n& 0HOTOMICROGRAPHS OF MARINE DIATOMS # MARGINATUS %HRENBERG  SAMPLE +"	  FROM 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI 2IVER DISTRICT &IG 	 3PECIMENS SHOWN IN $n& ARE HIGHLY DISSOLVED REMNANTS OF VALVES EMPHASIZING STRUCTURES OF MAR
GINS 3CALE BARS !n"  MICRONS AND #n&  MICRONS 3PECIMENS ARE POORLY PRESERVED AND SPARSE SUGGESTING THAT THEY MAY 
HAVE BEEN WASHED INTO LOCAL SETTINGS DURING STORM SURGES
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY   
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WITHIN THE (COAL :ONE &IG  !PPENDIX  SECTION 
,-2" 5NIT 	  4HE TWO BEDS DO NOT CORRE
LATE "ELT ET AL 	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE#OSCINODISCUS 
IS A WIDESPREAD MARINE GENUS KNOWN FROM THE LATE 
#RETACEOUS TO (OLOCENE IN NERITIC AND OCEANIC ENVI
RONMENTS 3IMS  -AKAROVA  3TRELNIKOVA 
ET  AL  	  %XPECTED  NORMALMARINE  ASSEMBLAGES 
WOULD ALSO INCLUDE (EMIAULUS 4RINACRIA 3HESHUKOVIA 
AND  3TEPHANOPYXIS  EG  (ARWOOD    &ENNER 
  4APIA  AND  (ARWOOD  	  4HEIR  ABSENCE 
IN THE 4ONGUE 2IVER SAMPLES IS ATTRIBUTED TO A COM
BINATION  OF  LOWERSALINITY  DEPOSITIONAL  CONDITIONS 
AND  TO POSTBURIAL  TAPHONOMIC DISSOLUTION OF  THESE 
SMALL DELICATE MARINE SPECIES #OSCINODISCUS HAS NOT 
BEEN  REPORTED  FROM 5PPER  #RETACEOUS  NONMARINE 
DEPOSITS IN -EXICO #HACON"ACA ET AL 	 THUS 
A LOWSALINITY NONMARINE	 INTERPRETATION OF THE EARLY 
0ALEOCENE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER IS DIFFICULT TO JUS
TIFY 7E THEREFORE REGARD THESE SPECIMENS AS BRACKISH 
REPRESENTATIVES OF A RESTRICTED MARINE ENVIRONMENT
#LASS ")6!,6)!
3UPERFAMILY -9/)$%!
#/2"5,)$!% ,AMARCK 
0ACHYDON 'ABB 
0ACHYDON  MACTRIFORMIS  -EEK  AND  (AYDEN 
	
&IGURE !n"
#ORBULA MACTRIFORMIS -EEK AND (AYDEN  P
  
#ORBULA 0ACHYDON	 MACTRIFORMIS -EEK AND (AYDEN
  -EEK AND (AYDEN  PL  FIGS AnE HOLO
TYPE	 P n
"ICORBULA MACTRIFORMIS -EEK AND (AYDEN	
  #VANCARA  PL 6))) FIGS n P 
0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS -EEK AND (AYDEN	
  (ARTMAN AND !NDERSON  P 
  2EMARKS%XTENDED  REMARKS  ON  THE  NOMEN
CLATURAL  HISTORY  OF  0ACHYDON  IN  3OUTH  !MERICA 
AND 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS IN .ORTH $AKOTA CAN BE 
FOUND IN !NDERSON ET AL IN REVIEW	 $IAGNOSTIC FEA
TURES OF THE GENUS INCLUDE A PROSOGYROUS UMBO AND 
BEAK &IG "	 A STRONG CARDINAL TOOTH THAT IS BLUNTLY 
RECTANGULAR IN THE RIGHT VALVE &IG "	 A STRONG KEEL 
ESPECIALLY IN THE LEFT VALVE	 AND FINE CONCENTRIC STRIAE 
ON VALVE SURFACES &IG !	 3PECIES OF 0ACHYDON COM
MONLY  EXHIBIT  A DEEPLY  IMPRESSED  AND  RUGOSE  ANTE
RIOR ADDUCTOR MUSCLE SCAR A NONPLANAR COMMISSURE A 
CHONDROPHORE AND A CARDINAL TOOTH !NDERSON ET AL 
IN REVIEW	
  0ACHYDON  MACTRIFORMIS  WAS  ORIGINALLY  DESCRIBED 
BY -EEK AND (AYDEN 	 AND THEN REDESCRIBED 
WITH MORE MODERN TERMINOLOGY BY #VANCARA 	 
-EEK 	 RECOGNIZED THE MORPHOLOGICAL SIMILARITY 
TO 0ACHYDON A GENUS HAVING BEEN DESCRIBED BY 'ABB 
	 BY ASSIGNING 0 MACTRIFORMIS TO 'ABBS 	 
$ %
&IGURE  0HOTOGRAPHS OF SHELLS OF 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS -EEK AND (AYDEN FROM THE 6AN $AELE SHELL BED 3ECTION " "ELT 
ET AL  FIG 	 ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER DISTRICT  ! %XTERIOR VIEW OF RIGHT VALVE " #ARDINAL TOOTH IN A RIGHT VALVE 3CALE BARS  
MM
  2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY 
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&IGURE  0HOTOGRAPHS OF  VALVES OF OSTRACODES "ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS  3WAIN 	 #YPRIDOPSIS  AND #ANDONA !n# " 
ARVADENSIS LEFT LATERAL ADULT RIGHT INTERNAL ADULT AND JUVENILE RIGHT EXTERNAL VALVE WITH NODES RESPECTIVELY SPECIMENS RECOVERED 
FROM 6AN $AELE SHELL BED IN ASSOCIATION WITH 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS	 $n% #YPRIDOPSIS LATERAL NOTE SLIGHT RETICULATION	 AND INTER
NAL VIEWS OF ADULT VALVES RESPECTIVELY & #ANDONA INTERNAL ASPECT OF DISARTICULATED LEFT VALVE 3CALE BARS  MICRONS
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY   
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SUBGENUS #ORBULA
  /CCURRENCE 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS DEFINES THE 
6AN $AELE SHELL BED &IG 	 ABOVE THE (ARMON COAL 
BED IN THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA 4HIS BED APPEARS 
IN FOUR SECTIONS !PPENDIX  SECTIONS ,-2" "
! " AND "	 THAT WERE ILLUSTRATED BY "ELT ET 
AL 	 IN THEIR FIGURES  AND  THE SECTIONS SPAN A 
DISTANCE OF  KM FROM WEST TO EAST
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE!NDERSON  ET 
AL  IN REVIEW	 CONSIDER 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS  TO BE 
A  FRESHWATER  REPRESENTATIVE  OF  A  FAMILY  PREVIOUSLY 
KNOWN TO INCLUDE ONLY MARINE AND BRACKISH SPECIES 
)N THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 0 MACTRIFORMIS OCCURS 
WITH NONMARINE OSTRACODES AND  FRESHWATER  SPHAERID 
BIVALVES  AND  THIS  ASSOCIATION  INDICATES  A  FRESHWATER 
ENVIRONMENT (OWEVER OTHER SPECIES OF 0ACHYDON ALSO 
OCCUR IN MARINE DEPOSITS OF THE #ANNONBALL -EMBER 
IN CENTRAL .ORTH $AKOTA #VANCARA 	 0ACHYDON 
MACTRIFORMIS OCCURS AT  LOCALITIES WHERE IT IS ASSO
CIATED  WITH  FRESHWATER  BIVALVES  IN  THE  ,UDLOW  AND 
4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBERS IN WESTERN .ORTH $AKOTA AND 
AT  TWO  LOCALITIES  IN  THE 2AVENSCRAG &ORMATION NEAR 
%STEVAN 3ASKATCHEWAN 4HE SPECIES IS INTERPRETED AS 
LATE 0ALEOCENE IN AGE ON THE BASIS OF COOCCURRENCE OR 
STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION	 OF 0 MACTRIFORMIS WITH AGE
DIAGNOSTIC MAMMALIAN FAUNAS
#LASS /342!#/$!
/RDER 0/$/#/0)$!
3UBORDER 0/$/#/0).!
3UPERFAMILY #902)$/)$%!
#902)$!% "AIRD 
#9#,/#902)$).!% +AUFMANN 
#YPRIDOPSIS "RADY 
#YPRIDOPSIS SP
&IGURE $n%
  $ESCRIPTION4HIS  SUBOVATE  MEDIUM  TO  LARGE 
OSTRACODE IS THINLY TO MODERATELY CALCIFIED 4HE INNER 
MARGIN IS CHARACTERIZED BY A NARROW INNER LAMELLA THAT 
IS WIDEST IN THE POSTERIOR AND ANTERIOR VENTRAL REGIONS 
4HE ADDUCTORMUSCLE SCAR FIELD COMPRISES FOUR LARGE 
STIGMATA  ORGANIZED  INTO  A  SUBOBLIQUE  TO  VERTICAL 
ARRAY 4HE CARAPACE IS COMMONLY RETICULATE AND SMALL 
PUSTULES ARE COMMON
  2EMARKS"ROUWERS  AND  $E$ECKKER  	 
ILLUSTRATED A SPECIES OF #YPRIDOPSIS FROM $ANIAN NON
MARINE  STRATA  IN  !LASKA  THAT  RESEMBLES  THE  TAXON 
DESCRIBED HERE
  /CCURRENCE'EOGRAPHIC PALEOECOLOGICAL AND STRATI
GRAPHIC  DISTRIBUTION  IS  THE  SAME  AS  FOR  "ISULCOCYPRIDEA 
ARVADENSIS
#902).!% 3ARS 
#ANDONA "AIRD 
#ANDONA SP
&IGURE &
  2EMARKS4HIS MEDIUMSIZED OSTRACODE IS CHAR
ACTERIZED BY A FINELY CALCIFIED DELICATE SHELL 4HE CON
TACT MARGIN IS DEFINED BY A WIDE INNER LAMELLA AND 
THERE IS A PRONOUNCED VESTIBULE 3WAIN  	 
ILLUSTRATED  SPECIES  OF  #ANDONA  FROM  THE  0ALEOCENE 
&ORT 5NION &ORMATION AND THE ARCHIVED MATERIAL WE 
HAVE WILL REQUIRE FURTHER TAXONOMIC CONSIDERATION
  /CCURRENCE'EOGRAPHIC  PALEOECOLOGIC  AND 
STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION IS THE SAME AS FOR " ARVADEN
SIS
#902)$%).!% -ARTIN 
"ISULCOCYPRIDEA 3OHN 
  2EMARKS3OHN 	 ERECTED THIS AS A SUBGENUS 
TO  ENCOMPASS  BISULCATE  FORMS  OF #YPRIDEA "OSQUET 
 7E REGARD "ISULCOCYPRIDEA AS A VALID GENUS ON 
THE BASIS OF  ITS  SULCATION   4HIS GENUS  IS POTENTIALLY 
A  TRANSITIONAL  FORM  BETWEEN  THE  -ESOZOICnEARLY 
4ERTIARY  #YPRIDEA  AND  THE  LATE  4ERTIARYn(OLOCENE 
)LYOCYPRIS SEE (ORNE AND #OLIN 	
"ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS 3WAIN 	
&IGURE !n#
)LYOCYPRIS ARVADENSIS 3WAIN  PL  FIGS n 
PL  FIGS n P 
)LYOCYPRIS ARVADENSIS TUBERCULATA N VAR 3WAIN   
  PL  FIGS n P 
  2EMARKS3WAIN  	  PROVIDED  A  DETAILED 
DESCRIPTION OF THIS OSTRACODE )T IS EASILY IDENTIFIED BY 
ITS TWO SULCI OBSERVED IN THE MEDIAN REGION DIRECTLY 
BELOW  THE  DORSUM	  7E  REASSIGN  THIS  SPECIES  TO 
"ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS BECAUSE THE SULCI CARAPACE 
OUTLINE AND ADDUCTOR MUSCLE  SCARS  SATISFY  THE CRITE
RIA 3OHN 	 DIAGNOSTIC FOR THE GENUS 4UBERCLES 
ARE COMMON ON SOME SPECIMENS AND 3WAIN 	 
REGARDED  THESE  AS  A  NEW  SUBSPECIES  OF  )LYOCYPRIS 
ARVADENSIS 4HE NODEING HOWEVER PROBABLY IS AN ECO
PHENOTYPIC  RESPONSE  TO  CHANGING  WATER  CHEMISTRY 
DURING CARAPACE DEVELOPMENT #ARBONEL ET AL 	 
#YPRIDEA  SKEETERI  0ECK    CAN  BE  DISTINGUISHED 
FROM " ARVADENSIS ON  THE BASIS OF A WELLDEVELOPED 
BEAK
/CCURRENCE"ISULCOCYPRIDEA  ARVADENSIS  AND 
  2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY 
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#ANDONA  OCCUR  IN  THE  6AN  $AELE  SHELL  BED  WITH 
0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS  &IG   !PPENDIX    SECTION 
,-2"! 5NIT  	  4HIS  OSTRACODE  ASSEMBLAGE 
COMPRISES BOTH ADULT AND JUVENILE SPECIMENS AND THE 
CARAPACES TYPICALLY ARE DISARTICULATED
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3WAIN  	 
ILLUSTRATED "ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS FROM THE 4ONGUE 
2IVER -EMBER OF -ONTANA "ROUWERS AND $E$ECKKER 
	  ILLUSTRATED A  SIMILAR  SPECIES  FROM NONMARINE 
$ANIAN STRATA IN !LASKA 4HE #YPRIDEINAE ARE EXCLU
SIVELY NONMARINE AND THE OCCURRENCE OF " ARVADENSIS 
WITH  SPECIMENS  OF #ANDONA  AND  CHAROPHYTES  INDI
CATES A LOWSALINITY NONMARINE ENVIRONMENT
&/33), !33/#)!4)/.3
)NTRODUCTION
  %IGHT TRACEFOSSIL ICHNOGENERA WITH MARINE AFFINI
TIES  OCCUR  IN  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  IN  EASTERN 
-ONTANA AND WESTERN .ORTH $AKOTA 4ABLE  RECORDS 
THEIR OCCURRENCES RELATIVE ABUNDANCES AND THE NAMES 
OF THE REPRESENTATIVE BEDS 4HE MOST IMPORTANT ICH
NOFOSSILBEARING  UNITS  INCLUDE  THE  -ONOCRATERION 
      
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&IGURE  %COLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR ORGANISMS FOUND IN BRACKISHWATER ENVIRONMENTS "OXES INDICATE OPTIMAL RANGES AFTER 
0EMBERTON AND 7IGHTMAN 	 'REY BACKGROUND REPRESENTS GENERALIZED SPECIES DIVERSITY ACROSS MARINE TO FRESHWATER TRANSITION 
AFTER 0EMBERTON ET AL 	
BED THE /PHIOMORPHA BED AND THE (IGH $IVERSITY 
(I $	 BURROW BED &IGS  AND 	 7E DESIGNATE 
THE STRATIGRAPHICALLY LOWEST MARINEINFLUENCED BUR
ROWED UNITS IN THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER AS A hBASAL 
BURROWED BEDv BBB	
!LL  EIGHT  ICHNOGENERA  IN  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER  HAVE  BEEN  DOCUMENTED  IN  #RETACEOUS  TO 
(OLOCENE MARINE DEPOSITS  #URRAN  AND &REY  
"ELT  ET  AL    #URRAN   7IGHTMAN  ET  AL 
 0EMBERTON ET AL 	 4HE MOST UBIQUITOUS 
TRACE FOSSILS INCLUDE 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS AND 4EICHICHNUS 
4HE  OTHER  TRACE  FOSSILS  !RENICOLITES $IPLOCRATERION 
-ONOCRATERION  AND  4HALASSINOIDES  ARE  LESS  WIDE
SPREAD  AND  /PHIOMORPHA  AND  2HIZOCORALLIUM  ARE 
CONFINED TO ONLY TWO OF OUR STUDY SITES 4ABLE 	 7E 
RECOGNIZE  THREE  ESTUARINE  ASSEMBLAGES  AS  BASED  ON 
THE OCCURRENCE AND DIVERSITY OF TRACE FOSSILS 7E ALSO 
RECOGNIZE AN OSTRACODE AND BIVALVEDOMINATED NON
MARINE  ASSEMBLAGE  0ALEOSALINITIES  OF  THE  BURROWED 
BEDS AND BODY FOSSILS ARE INFERRED USING A CLASSIFICA
TION SCHEME &IG 	 MODIFIED FROM 0EMBERTON AND 
7IGHTMAN 	
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY   
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$ISTAL %STUARINE !SSEMBLAGE
  /PHIOMORPHA IS RESTRICTED TO THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 
2IVER  AREA  &IG  	  !SSOCIATED  ICHNOGENERA  INCLUDE 
$IPLOCRATERION  -ONOCRATERION  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS 
4EICHICHNUS  AND  4HALASSINOIDES  7E  INTERPRET  THIS 
RELATIVELY  HIGHLY  DIVERSE  /PHIOMORPHADOMINATED 
ASSEMBLAGE AS A STENO TO POLYHALINE DISTAL ESTUARINE 
DEPOSIT 0EMBERTON ET AL  &IG 	
#ENTRAL %STUARINE !SSEMBLAGE
  7E INTERPRET THE MODERATELY DIVERSE BURROWED BEDS 
THAT CONTAIN A COMBINATION OF 3 LINEARIS 4EICHICHNUS 
$IPLOCRATERION 4HALASSINOIDES AND -ONOCRATERION AS A 
RICH BRACKISH WATER ASSEMBLAGE )CHNOFOSSIL ASSOCIA
TIONS DOMINATED BY 4EICHICHNUS ARE  THOUGHT  TO REP
RESENT CENTRAL ESTUARY DEPOSITS  IN ,OWER #RETACEOUS 
DEPOSITS  IN !LBERTA 0EMBERTON ET AL 	 'IVEN 
THE  RELATIVE  ICHNOGENERIC  RICHNESS  AND  THE  PRESENCE 
OF 4EICHICHNUS IN BEDS OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 
WE INTERPRET THIS ASSOCIATION AS A MESOHALINE CENTRAL 
ESTUARINE DEPOSIT &IG 	
0ROXIMAL %STUARINE !SSEMBLAGE
  ,OWDIVERSITY  BEDS  CONTAINING  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS 
AND  RARE 4EICHICHNUS  ARE UBIQUITOUS  THROUGHOUT  THE 
STRATIGRAPHIC INTERVAL AND WE REGARD THIS ASSEMBLAGE 
AS  AN  INDICATOR  FOR  OLIGOHALINE  PROXIMAL  ESTUARINE 
DEPOSITS &IG 	 0EMBERTON ET AL 	 REGARDED 
3 LINEARIS AS AN INDICATOR FOR ,OWER #RETACEOUS ESTUA
RINE  POINTBAR  DEPOSITS  IN !LBERTA 4HE PRESENCE  OF 
BIDIRECTIONAL  CURRENT  RIPPLES  IN  OUR  BURROWED  UNITS 
SUPPORTS A SIMILAR INTERPRETATION FOR 3 LINEARIS WITHIN 
THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER
.ONMARINE !SSOCIATION
  4HE POORLY  LITHIFIED MUDS OF  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  CONTAIN  ABUNDANT  FRESHWATER  BODY  FOS
SILS  THAT  INCLUDE  CHAROPHYTES  VIVIPARID  GASTROPODS 
THE  BIVALVES 0LESIELLIPTIO  AND  0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS 
SPHAERID BIVALVES AND NONMARINE CYPRIDACEAN OSTRA
CODES "EDS WITH NONMARINE FOSSILS IN THE GRAY MUD 
FACIES INTERCALATE WITH THE SANDY BURROWED BEDS 4HE 
OSTRACODES #YPRIDOPSIS #ANDONA AND "ISUCLOCYPRIDEA 
ARE EXCLUSIVELY NONMARINE AND THE EXCLUSION OF BRACK
ISH CYTHERID OSTRACODES INDICATES THAT THE MUDDY FACIES 
WERE DEPOSITED  IN  FRESH WATER  ISOLATED  FROM MARINE 
INFLUENCE 4HE COOCCURRENCE OF THE CORBULID BIVALVE 
0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS MAY REPRESENT A RELICT THAT WAS 
INTRODUCED BY A FARREACHING MARINE FLOODING EVENT 
ACTIVE TRANSPORT DURING STORM SURGES	 !LTERNATIVELY 
THAT SPECIES MAY SIMPLY REPRESENT ISOLATED FRESHWATER 
CONDITIONS /PEN MARINE  CONDITIONS  PROBABLY WERE 
NEVER REALIZED DURING DEPOSITION OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  AND  THE ABSENCE OF MARGINALMARINE  FORA
MINIFERA  ANDOR  OSTRACODES  SUPPORTS  THIS  IDEA 4HE 
SPARSE MARINE DIATOMS OBSERVED AT SELECT LOCALITIES DO 
NEVERTHELESS PROVIDE TESTAMENT FOR MARINE INFLUENCE
$)3#533)/.
0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL 3YNTHESIS
  4HE  PALEONTOLOGICAL  EVIDENCE  SUGGESTS  THAT  THE 
TYPICAL  NONMARINE  DEPOSITION  OF  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER WAS INTERRUPTED BY MARINE INCURSIONS FROM 
THE #ANNONBALL 3EA  THAT  LAY  TO  THE EAST "EDS WITH 
MARINE  TRACE  FOSSILS  REPRESENT BRIEF  TRANSGRESSIONS OF 
THE  SHORELINE  INTO  AN  OTHERWISE  NONMARINE  DEPOSI
TIONAL SETTING
  4HE INTIMATE ASSOCIATION OF MARINE AND FRESHWA
TER BODY  FOSSILS  FOUND WITHIN  THE MARINE BURROWED 
BEDS SUPPORT RAPID AND INTERMITTENT INCURSIONS OF THE 
#ANNONBALL 3EA !SSOCIATION OF NONMARINE BIVALVES 
0ACHYDON AND 0LESIELLIPTIO	 AND FRESHWATER OSTRACODES 
#ANDONA AND "ISULCOCYPRIDEA	 SUGGESTS DEPOSITION IN 
FRESH WATER THAT PERIODICALLY COVERED THE LOWGRADIENT 
COASTAL PLAIN )N CERTAIN BEDS FRESHWATER DEPOSITION 
OCCURRED BEFORE AND IN OTHER BEDS AFTER	 THE MARINE 
EPISODES 4HOSE THAT FOLLOWED A MARINE INCURSION ARE 
CONSISTENTLY HIGHENERGY CROSSBEDDED SANDSTONE THAT 
RESULTED FROM RIVERFLOODING EVENTS &IG " AND (I 
$ BED &IG 	 4HICK LATERALLY EXTENSIVE PEAT ACCU
MULATED WHEN RATES OF SUBSIDENCE AND PEAT ACCUMU
LATION WERE IN EQUILIBRIUM "OHACS AND 3UTER  
4IBERT ET AL 	
2EGIONAL )MPLICATIONS
  3TRATA  IN  THE 0INE (ILLS  AREA  "ELT  ET  AL   
FIG 	 SHOW FIVE BURROWED BEDS THAT ARE SPACED IRREG
ULARLY WITHIN  M OF  SECTION  IN  LOWER PARTS OF  THE 
4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 4HESE SPECIFIC BEDS HAVE NOT 
BEEN IDENTIFIED IN THE 3IGNAL "UTTE OR 4ERRY "ADLANDS 
AREAS 3TRATA EQUIVALENT TO THESE BURROW BEDS IN THE 
,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA WOULD LIE BELOW THE BASE OF 
THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER WITHIN THE UPPER ,UDLOW 
-EMBER ABOVE THE /YSTER COAL BED &IG  "ELT ET AL 
 FIG 	
  4HESE FIVE BURROWED BEDS AS WELL AS THE (I $ 
BURROW BED THE -ONOCRATERION THE !RENCOLITES AND THE 
2HIZOCORALLIUM BURROW BEDS 4ABLE 	 ALL FALL WITHIN 
  2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY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THE h$OMINYv INTERVAL OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 
WEST OF THE #EDAR #REEK ANTICLINE ##!	 3TRATA OF 
THE LOWER 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER EAST OF THE ##! ON 
THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER CONTAIN A BASAL BURROW BED 
AND THE /PHIOMORPHA BED WITHIN THE LOWER  M OF 
THE SECTION 4ABLE 	 4HESE LOWER STRATA BELONG TO THE 
h+NOBLOCHv INTERVAL THAT UNCONFORMABLY OVERLIES THE 
h$OMINYv INTERVAL WEST OF THE ##! BUT DIRECTLY OVER
LIES THE ,UDLOW -EMBER EAST OF THE ##! "ELT ET AL 
	
  )F  THIS /PHIOMORPHA  BED  OF  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER WERE TO BE CORRELATED WESTWARD INTO THE 4ERRY 
"ADLANDS 0INE (ILLS OR 3IGNAL "UTTE AREAS THEN STRATA 
YOUNGER THAN ANY STUDIED BY US THERE WOULD HAVE TO 
BE EXAMINED !T THIS TIME WE ARE UNABLE TO ASSESS THE 
WESTERN EXTENT OF THE /PHIOMORPHA BED 4ABLE  &IG 
	 INTO EASTERN -ONTANA 7E ARE ALSO UNABLE TO ASSESS 
THE  CORRELATION  OF  THE  -ONOCRATERION  !RENICOLITES 
OR  2HIZOCORALLIUM  BEDS  EASTWARD  WITHIN  THE  UPPER 
,UDLOW  -EMBER  IN  SOUTHWESTERN  .ORTH  $AKOTA 
/CCURRENCES OF /PHIOMORPHA IN THE MARINE 4HREE 6 
4ONGUE ABOVE THE /YSTER COAL OF THE ,UDLOW -EMBER 
VAN !LSTINE 	 ARE TANTALIZING BUT INCONCLUSIVE 
IN TERMS OF SIGNIFICANCE
#/.#,53)/.3
  4HE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  OF  THE  &ORT 5NION 
&ORMATION  CONTAINS  MARINEINFLUENCED  TRACE  FOS
SILS  IN  SANDY BURROWED BEDS  THAT  LIE WITHIN  SPECIFIC 
STUDY  AREAS  BETWEEN  3IGNAL  "UTTE  ON  THE  WEST  AND 
THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER DISTRICT ON THE EAST &IG 	 
&INEGRAINED SANDSTONE UNITS YIELD EIGHT MARINE ICH
NOGENERA  4HE MARINE  DIATOM #OSCINODISCUS  OCCURS 
IN  BASAL  SANDSTONE  UNITS  AT  TWO  LOCALITIES  ONE  IN 
EASTERN  -ONTANA  AND  ONE  IN  SOUTHWESTERN  .ORTH 
$AKOTA  7E  RECOGNIZE  THE  FOLLOWING  ENVIRONMEN
TALLY  CONTROLLED  FOSSIL  ASSEMBLAGES  	  DISTAL  ESTU
ARY  DOMINATED  BY /PHIOMORPHA  	  CENTRAL  ESTU
ARY  WITH  A  RELATIVELY  DIVERSE  ICHNOFAUNA  3KOLITHOS 
LINEARIS  4EICHICHNUS  $IPLOCRATERION -ONOCRATERION 
AND 4HALLASSINOIDES	 	 PROXIMAL ESTUARY WITH A LOW
DIVERSITY ASSOCIATION DOMINATED BY 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS 
AND 	 COASTAL FLOODPLAIN DOMINATED BY NONMARINE 
OSTRACODES "ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS #ANDONA AND 
#YPRIDOPSIS	 AND FRESHWATER BIVALVES  0ACHYDON MAC
TRIFORMIS AND 0LESIELLIPTIO	 4HE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER 
WAS DEPOSITED ON A LOWGRADIENT COASTAL PLAIN WEST OF 
THE MARGIN OF THE #ANNONBALL 3EA
!#+./7,%$'-%.43
  4HE  AUTHORS  GREATLY  APPRECIATE  FUNDING  AS  FOL
LOWS  "ELT  &ACULTY  2ESEARCH  !WARD  !MHERST 
#OLLEGE	  4IBERT  #&#$  'RANT  3MITH  #OLLEGE	 
$IEMER  &ACULTY  $EVELOPMENT  'RANT  5NIVERSITY 
OF  .ORTH  #AROLINA	  (ARTMAN  53  $EPARTMENT 
OF  %NERGY  .ATIONAL  'EOGRAPHIC  3OCIETY  .ATIONAL 
#OAL  2ESOURCES  $ATA  3YSTEM  AND  THE  .ORTH 
$AKOTA  %03#O2  2ESEARCH  /PPORTUNITY  PROGRAM 
5NIVERSITY OF .ORTH $AKOTA	 +ROEGER 'EOLOGY AND 
%ARTH 3CIENCE $ISCRETIONARY !CCOUNT "EMIDJI 3TATE 
5NIVERSITY	 AND (ARWOOD FUNDING FROM THE 4 - 
AND % % 3TOUT #HAIR IN 3TRATIGRAPHY 5NIVERSITY OF 
.EBRASKA	
  4HE  AUTHORS  THANK  THE  FOLLOWING  FOR  THEIR 
THOUGHTFUL  CRITICAL  ANALYSIS  OF  THIS  REPORT  2OBERT 
' 2AYNOLDS AND $ONALD , ,OFGREN 2-' REVIEW
ERS	 +IRK 2 *OHNSON $ENVER -USEUM OF .ATURE  
3CIENCE	 3USAN - 6UKE -ONTANA "UREAU OF -INES 
AND 'EOLOGY	  3TAN ,UFT  53 'EOLOGICAL  3URVEY	 
"OB -ARSHALL "UREAU OF ,AND -ANAGEMENT	 -ARK 
3HOLES  -ONTANA  4ECH	  *ASON  &  (ICKS  $ENVER 
-USEUM OF .ATURE  3CIENCE	 $AN $ALY %NERGY  
%NVIRONMENTAL 2ESEARCH #ENTER 5NIVERSITY OF .ORTH 
$AKOTA	 $ 3 6AN .IEUWENHUISE %DWARD , (EFFERN 
"UREAU OF ,AND -ANAGEMENT	 &OSTER 3AWYER 3OUTH 
$AKOTA 'EOLOGICAL  3URVEY	  AND -ARSHALL ,AMBERT 
%KALAKA -ONTANA	 4HE AUTHORS BENEFITED BY COM
MENTS FROM THE FOLLOWING COLLEAGUES ,AURIE !NDERSON 
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